
Global Champaign Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q. Do I need to opt in to participate in this promotion? 
A. No. There is no opt-in for this promotion. Your new teammates who qualify for this promotion will 

automatically receive a free Starter Kit. And you’re automatically qualified to earn an Initial Order Reward 

bonus based on qualifying initial orders and Auto Orders during this promotion period. 

  

Q. How will the free Starter Kit show up on their order? 
A. The Starter Kit will be shown as a line item on your new teammate’s checkout order with a price of zero. 

  

Q. My new Associate doesn’t have a qualifying order at the time of enrollment, but places a 200 SVP 

order the next week. Will they qualify? 
A. No. New Associates have to generate 200 or 400 SVP at the time of enrollment to qualify for a free 

Starter Kit. 

  

Q. Will my new Associate still get a free Starter Kit if they enroll by fax? 
A. Yes. We are not restricting the manner in which they enroll. If your new Associate qualifies under the 

rules, they will earn a free Starter Kit. 

 

Q. If my newly sponsored Associate doesn’t set up an Auto Order in time to receive her Initial Order 

Reward payments, will I still earn a bonus on her initial order? 
A. No. You receive the bonus based on any Initial Order Rewards earned during the promotional period and 

then actually paid as part of the Initial Order Reward program. Your bonus will be added to your 

commission check the week after your new, personally sponsored teammate’s or customer’s first Auto Order 

processes and again the week after their second Auto Order processes. 

  

Q. I’m a U.S. Associate and I just signed up someone in Mexico. Do I receive the Initial Order Reward 

bonus? 
A. No. Only new, personally sponsored teammates and customers in your home market are eligible. So if 

you’re an Associate in the U.S., you only earn Initial Order Reward bonus on new, personally sponsored 

teammates and customers. 

  

Q. My new, personally sponsored Associate’s initial order totals 750 SVP. What will my potential 

Initial Order Reward bonus be? 
A. You will be paid out on the first 500 SVP on their initial order, as long as they meet the qualifications for 

the promotion and redeem their Initial Order Reward. The amount of the cash bonus will be adjusted 

proportionally to reflect the 500 SVP cap on Initial Order Reward bonus. So if your new Associate’s initial 

order totals 750 SVP, you could potentially receive roughly 2/3 of the monetary amount of the order paid to 

you in Initial Order Reward bonus.    
 


